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MAKING
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LEARNING
EFFECTIVE

and fun
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Smart
goal setting
Break your main goal down into smaller, easy-to-handle chunks. Ask yourself:
Which steps are needed to get me there? And then, perhaps, break down those
chunks into even smaller tasks! If you skip this step, chances are you will feel
overwhelmed, take much longer to reach your goal—or even give up.
Here is an example of what breaking down the end-goal might look like:
My goal: Give a presentation to introduce a new product to a German client
Step 1: Practice typical presentation phrases (smaller steps: welcome everyone,
explain the structure of a presentation, etc.)
Step 2: Describe your product in German (smaller steps: make a word list, check
for/practice pronunciation, explain the product in brief sentences, etc.)
Step 3: Practice the whole presentation (smaller steps: practice the introduction,
practice the main part of the presentation, etc.)

Also, be realistic about how much time you can invest. Blocking an hour on your
calendar every day when you know that other tasks will make it hard to follow
through will only lead to frustration. Of course, if there's a deadline involved, the
question might not be how much time you can but have to invest and therefore
need to plan accordingly.
Ideally, you build a habit of spending quality time with the German language
every (other) day. But start small! For example, listen to the news in German in
the morning and then go about your day. Five to ten minutes every day will still
get you more than working your way through several pages from a textbook at the
end of a long work week.

My goal: _____________________________________________________
Step 1: ____________________________________________________
Step 2: ____________________________________________________
Step 3: ____________________________________________________

When do I want to reach this goal? in ___ weeks/months
How much time can I invest on work days? ___ minutes/day
How much time can I invest on the weekend? ___ minutes
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Facing biases
Frequently, I hear my students express the belief that they will never be good at
German:
"I was never good at languages."
"I never understood it in school."
"I'm too old to get this."
Growing up, I was told that girls were better at languages than boys. One of my
students was convinced they couldn't understand a specific grammatical structure
because they came from a working class family.
Privilege plays a huge role, of course, and not having certain privileges can and will
bar many people from accessing the education they wish to pursue, unfortunately.
However, in the 10+ years I've been teaching, I've worked with students of all genders,
from different social and racial backgrounds, and of different ages—and I yet have to
see a correlation between any of these criteria and someone's affinity for language
learning. It's about finding out how we can make language learning work for you,
what activities you enjoy, how to approach grammar to make it click, etc.
Now, if you were diagnosed with a learning disability or, for example, ADHD, acquiring
a new language will take more patience. There's no denying that.
But that still doesn't mean that you can't reach your goals.
Language learning always requires time and dedication. Research tells us that we've
committed a new word or phrase to memory only after a hundred repetitions.
Moreover, language learning pushes us out of our comfort zone and makes us
vulnerable. So why are we making it even harder for us by buying into one of those
"I'll never be good at languages because XYZ" statements? It's time to start letting go
of those beliefs.

What biases are you holding on to?
I will never be good at languages because...
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Now, cross out the statement above and read out loud the following:
My gender/race/age/... doesn't say anything about my ability to learn a
language.
There are ways of learning German out there that work for me and that I will
enjoy—and I will find them.
I will be patient with myself.
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Know your
resources—
and use them
Working with a teacher one-on-one or enrolling in a class should never be the
only way you engage with the language. Consider all the resources you have
access to, make a list, and try out as many of them as possible. Find out which
ones you like and which ones aren't your thing.
Having different types of resources of language input means stimulating your
brain in just as many ways. This also keeps your learning process varied
and entertaining.
If you're unsure where to start looking, here are some suggestions for resources
you should consider. Go ahead and mark the ones you have never looked into!

local language cafés or meetups
tandem programs, i. e., conversing with a native German who wants
to learn your language
scheduling German-only days with your German-speaking friends
exchanging messages with a German relative
movies or documentaries with subtitles in your language—or without, if
you've already seen the film a thousand times
your favorite book in German
magazines, websites, or podcasts catering to German learners
apps focusing on grammar/vocabulary or covering everything
articles not written with German learners in mind but which talk about
something that fascinates you
YouTube channels and other social media accounts for German
learners
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Live
the language
Working with a teacher, enrolling in classes, using language learning apps,
investing in well-thought-through textbooks. These things are essential tools
for reaching your goal, be it to hold a simple conversation with your German
grandfather or find a job in Germany.
The most important method of acquiring a language is immersing yourself in
it. Just ask yourself: How did I learn my mother tongue? Well, you didn't.
You were surrounded by people speaking that language. You listened,
recognized patterns (unconsciously), began applying those, learned through
trial, error, and corrections provided by those around you.
When I moved to the US, my English was good, but there was still a lot of
room for improvement. I worked on my listening comprehension by tuning
in to a radio station focusing on the news, society, science, etc. (i. e., not a
music channel) every day. For the first few months, a lot went right over my
head. People were talking fast and used words I didn't know. After a while,
however, I realized that things started to make sense, and I even learned the
meaning of new words without ever having looked them up.
Most people don't live in a country where the language they're learning is
spoken and used for written communication. But there are still things you
can do to encounter the language in its "natural habitat," meaning in any
form or shape intended for a native-speaker audience:

Listen to or watch the news in German.
Read an article in German about something that fascinates you.
Watch a movie you know in and out—but with German synchronization.
More and more streaming platforms provide foreign-language audio
and subtitles for their own productions.
Watch a children's movie or show in German. Even if you've never seen it
before, the plot will be straightforward and easy to follow.
Watch a YouTube video in German about something related to your
hobby, e. g., how to prepare your garden for the coming winter or how
to brew beer at home.
If you happen to live in Germany: Go out and do things! Run simple
errands, shamelessly listen in on people's conversations, connect with
local German learners—especially those who don't speak your language,
etc.
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Find
your motivation
For those days on which you find it hard to motivate yourself to do
something for your German skills, it's good to have a couple of things on
hand that give you a little boost.
Different people find different things motivating:
a client's expressed gratitude for addressing them in their language
the knowledge that you'll have the edge over other applicants thanks to
your language skills
getting to figure out a new grammatical structure
looking back and realizing that you know more German than you did a
month or two ago
Motivation can also come from something more tangible, namely, an
activity that doesn't have to take up more than ten minutes of your time
but that you should find entertaining easy to do:
watching a funny video in German
listen to a German song (don't care about how much or little you
understand)
review material from your last session or class
Lastly, don't be too hard on yourself. We live in a world that's hyper-focused
on productivity, so it's important we remind ourselves that it's okay and
necessary to take breaks. Language learning should be challenging, yes, but
never feel like a chore.
Speaking of which. I now challenge you to find five things to motivate you!

Things or activities that motivate me:
1. ___________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________
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To check out my other

free resources for language learners, click here.
Interested in working with me?

Then book a free consultation, contact me
through my website, or send an email to
petra.volkhausen@gmail.com.
I'm looking forward

to hearing from you!

A lle s G u te ,
P e tr a
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